Hey! It’s New Year,  
Come, let’s conquer  
Our fears and meet  
our near and dear.  
2019 is gone,  
Here, happiness is born...  
To be happy throughout, we need a solution  
So, let’s make a resolution...  

Let’s sing, dance and enjoy.  
Let’s pray to the Almighty,  
So that He blesses us abundantly.  
People decorate their house with lights  
Colourful become the nights...  
Our resolution should be success or compassion  
We must do it with passion.  
Let’s celebrate this New Year’s bash  
With good thoughts and throw the bad thoughts in trash.  

V.Vasundhraa  
7 – A  
3045
Oh! I can’t believe
That yesterday was New Year’s eve.
And today I can see
The roads filled with glee.
My friend thumped my back
And said ,”Hey, its New Year bash !
And I could see
Families and friends rejoicing,
Children dancing,
Joy filled in their hearts.
What a great celebration,
I thought and wished my friends
A happy and a memorable New Year!

Sri Vaishnavi Meena
7 – A
3009
The night before the New Year party begins, we start getting excited. Thinking about my resolution, I get a lot of stuff for decoration.

Thinking of our party dresses, sometimes, we forget our addresses! The happiness at the party lightens our mood, we have delicious mouth-watering food.

At twelve, we shout out loud and wish each other a healthy and a beautiful year.

In the morning, we go to the temples without moaning.
A New year has dawned,
It’s time for new beginnings...
The first thing I ate was a cake full of cream
Wish that I thought of my 2020 dream...
I started to read many books on my shelf
And tried to improve my dreams myself
I already started preparing for my test
And promised myself to give in the best.

R.A. Nakshatra
7 – A
3220
Pizza, popcorn, coke and television:
I make a resolution to give up all these.
Pop balloons, activate party poppers,
Retry to vow that I’ll be one of the class toppers.
Gifts, decorations, stars and more,
On this day, you don’t want your throat go sore
Feast, not fast on this special day,
I also dress up and go to the temple to pray.
New year is a time for celebration,
New year is a time for fun.
New year is a time for gatherings,
Where friends and families meet up
Before they see the rise of the sun.
New year brings families together
New year brings far ones near
New year brings warmth and love
When all sing and dance with cheer.
New year is the occasion I yearn for...
I meet people
From the richest to the poorest,
New year is a chance to start afresh.
It’s the New Year,
Let’s bring happiness to all.
Beginning with a colourful start,
Welcoming the year with a joyful heart.
To celebrate this New Year
Let’s make a New Year celebration
Eating cakes and pastries.
This New Year might also be filled with mysteries.
Let’s begin with a resolution
And for every problem find a solution.
May the New Year filled with fun.
This year is off to a good start
And I am happy to be a part
Of the wonderful year 2020
Where joy is going to be plenty...
The DJ can’t stop playing,
We can’t stop dancing.
As one more successful year
Has passed by, full of cheer.
I want to thank everyone
For making 2019 so much fun.
If it was not for them
I would have been like a plant without a stem.

Avani Batra
7 – B
3315
C’mon people! Gear up.
The clock is gonna strike twelve.
Let’s welcome the New Year.
New calendars go up,
And resolutions made.
Temple bells sound ‘gong gong!’
People are up all night,
Partying and dancing with all their might.
Glasses are filled with wine,
People are on Cloud Nine!
The New Year night slowly ticks away
And the sun’s rays unfold to reveal a new day.

V. Manassa
7 – B
2943
Dance, Party! It’s time for New Year,
A day full of celebrations.
It’s a new start.
Seeking blessings from elders,
And respecting their words,
That’s New Year.
Taking resolution of what
you couldn’t do last year,
and to complete it, that’s New Year.
Always holding on to the higher,
And doing our best, that’s New Year.
Dance, party and enjoy to your fullest,
Have you completed a year successfully?
If not, start it in 2020.
Follow all resolutions,
And celebrate your New Year.

Annanya Agarwal
7 – B
2936
Celebrations all around,
Awaiting new resolutions!
It’s New Year’s bash waiting,
For new scientific creations.
With flavours by night and angels singing,
Let’s enjoy this New Year bash with bells ringing.
Begin the year with good deeds.
And help the poor with their needs.
Let’s have fun,
Forget the past and live in the present.
Let’s cut cakes and celebrate.
Leaving negativity and taking positivity
Let’s celebrate the New Year bash.

Piyush Lath
7 – B
3312
The clock strikes twelve,
It’s the beginning of a new year.
With bold resolutions and no fear,
We spend time with our near and dear.
Bright faces you see all around,
Happiness overflowing is found.
New year wishes everywhere,
Our love and greetings we share.
New ideas, new thoughts,
And a happy beginning.
The end of something,
Marks a new start.
Always let it come with a cheerful heart.

Bhavika Bazaz
7 – B
3081
When New Year arrives,  
Everybody’s sleep breaks up.  
When they hear it’s party time,  
Everyone leaves their job,  
And get on to the stage to hip-hop.  
All the arrangements are done,  
For everyone to have fun.  
But something is missing,  
Ah! It’s food,  
They love it if it is good.  
The party is coming to an end.  
Everyone is thinking of their cosy beds.  
But anyways, Happy New Year!

Archit Sarawgi  
7 – C  
2910
The New Year is coming
Fireworks are displaying.
Wishing our friends,
Setting up new trends.
We begin the celebrations
By making new resolutions.
Waiting for the cake to bake,
Children get the bigger take...
Time keeps ticking,
We realise we need to make a new beginning.

Reshmi .C . Bharadwaj
7 – C
3178
It’s New Year!
Time to burn all our perils,
Start with happiness and joy.
Cookies, chocolates and ice-cream cakes,
New year snowfall, raining snowflakes.
Parties and festivals all around the world,
Everything so new, shining like pearls.
May this year be one of perfection,
Let’s make India a great nation.

Divyansha Samanta
7 – C
2954
Tick tock ...tick tock....it’s midnight!
We are eager to hear everyone cheer, “Happy New Year!”
Parties with music and dance,
You won’t get this chance.
Enjoy with family and friends.
Happiness comes in plenty and in blends.
Rooms flooded with happiness,
You may want to behold memories that you will later mould.
This year will hold surprises,
As the sun rises.

Avani Garodia
7 – C
2992
The New Year bash is on,
Taking us into a festive flash.
Partying all night,
It’s like flying above kites.
Gifts go and come,
In swift motion.
Sweets are like music beats,
Which we love to hear while we sleep.
The dresses are colourful and lovely.
Love is above the sky,
New Year is so cool, that,
We can’t get fooled.

G.V.Hanshita
7 – C
2902
The only day I forget
To go to the game zone ‘Smash,’
Is when it is time,
For the New Year bash.
My parents and their friends are
Planning a New Year party to enjoy.
All of them land up saying,
“We are going to Hotel Viceroy!”
Going to the party and having
An energetic dance, my cheeks turn red.
Having spent the night happily, we go to bed.
The New Year makes its arrival
With great happiness,
To create evergreen memories...
New promises to make,
New dishes home to take...
Ding dong, goes the bell...
There will be no sadness anymore,
Only happiness and kindness everywhere.
There are celebrations,
All around the globe.
  Everyone is filled with cheer,
They shout out loud,
“Happy New Year!”
New Year brings lots of happiness,
We should get rid of our sadness.
It’s a moment of joy,
Where we get to play with toys.
The bell goes ding-dong,
And the people sing a song.
People share lots of love,
To make a stronger bond.
The New Year bash,
Always goes by in a flash.
With a lot of fun,
It ends with the setting sun.
Here comes the New Year,
With all children playing and cheering.
All houses lit up with lights
Gifting relatives as a New Year surprise!
The countdown has started
And fireworks into the air darted.
Taking new resolutions,
Leaving all our old tensions...
Children waiting for the candle to be lit
So that they can hog the cake bit by bit
With all their happiness and cheer
They shout, “Wish you a Happy New Year.”
A day of delight,
The New Year dawns bright.
The cheerful day we all wait for
To party and to enjoy.
The intemperate feeling that sucks us all
In the never ending whirlpool of happiness…
The trees with no leaves…
Only the snow, the cold
And the chillness that I love,
It’s New Year’s Eve;
The day we all eagerly await.
The New Year has begun,
Filled with joy, love and happiness.
Free of sorrow and stress,
Has arrived the New Year
With nothing to fear.
New Year means making new memories,
Not forgetting the old ones.
Enjoying with one and all
And receiving love in tons
Hopeful to enjoy our time upcoming
And have lots of fun.

Hope you eat, love, sleep and repeat!
And hope that you enjoy
Your New Year’s treat…

Meghna Agarwal
8 – B
2888
I woke up at twelve midnight
To the sound of crackers and
The sight of the multi-coloured light.
I partied all night
Till seven in the morning
Taking in the happiness of the New Year’s coming!
I called my friends over and I partied all day long
And at night as I was penning down my resolutions
I got a feeling of the happiness that
I was to enjoy in tons and tons!

Samriddhi Mahesh Iyer
8 – B
3127
It’s New Year!
My ears are full of wishes
And mouth is full of dishes
Everyone is on Cloud Nine,
Partying away with glasses of wine!
This is my New Year bash:
I dashed to the pool
Jumped in with a splash
And swam the length in a flash.
I enjoyed a lot, played a lot
Slept a lot, ate a lot.
But this particular New Year bash,
Is something that I’ll forever cherish.

Ishan Batra
8 – B
2874
New Year’s Eve has come at last
Let’s correct the mistakes of the past.
Let’s celebrate and party all night
Till the sun shines it’s light.
Let’s wish each other good,
And of course eat delicious food.
Let’s bring a change this year:
I’ll fight against fear,
What about you?
Are you too going to do something new?
Think about it if you can...
As, to my bad qualities, I’ll put a big ban!

Rhea Alpesh Shah
8 – B
2965
This is a festival that the whole world celebrates,
It was December 29, 2019.
It was just then it struck me
That it would be the next year in three days...
We sat together and baked cookies and cakes
And drank many milkshakes.
We watched many movies and had a lot of fun
And the bucket list was partly done.
Love, cheer and happiness multiplied each second
Our celebration became the trend...
Our sorrows sank in the songs we sang
When the New Year began!

M.Saadhana
8 – C
3266
I stayed awake on New Year night
Ready to have a huge bite
Of that tasty pineapple cake
Which I wished I could make...
I had an amazing time
With vibrations going down my spine,
And resolutions going through my brain,
To throw all my bad qualities in the drain.
At last when the countdown for 2020 was going to start,
I knew that I would transform
This year to a new form of art.